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Hosso etrex aetrex 2 etro odanod 29
osthen ors giolus ostrosa flothia odanod 89
os kyn 2103 odan. Ath 41k otreng
osthen orsh rettrosa rod stawod sonr odre 2od. Ath, rettrosa rod otreng.

Teorod. Athorod, orsh othorod rod. 29 or reing ors othorod 41k otreng
osthen orsh othorod rettrosa rod. Athorod, orsh othorod rettrosa rod.
northa ors othorod estha.
[Text not legible]
This image contains a page of text written in what appears to be a medieval script. The content is not legible due to the script style and possible degradation of the parchment. The text seems to be written in a language that is not modern English, possibly a form of Latin or an ancient script.

Due to the difficulty in deciphering the text, a precise transcription is not possible without expertise in the specific script used. The page appears to be part of a historical or religious manuscript, which could contain significant historical or cultural information.

If this text is from a manuscript that is of historical importance, it may require a skilled scholar or linguist to transcribe and translate it accurately.
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null
Some signatures at beginning and end. Resemblance of点雁嫩 Thread.

Vellum re-attached with golden threads and vellum guards added at beginning and end. 11/12/1907.

H.H.